Facility Management - your shortcut to CPH

Logistics and
goods reception
CPH and partners offer safe and professional reception, handling and delivery
of goods in the airport. We take care of your delivery from its arrival
in the East Goods Yard (VGØ), through correct handling in accordance with
rules and regulation and temporary storing to punctual delivery to your facility.
We also take care of returned goods, waste and garbage disposal.
For a full list of our services see below.

Service

Included of

Basis:
Goods are received on the ramp. Delivery note is checked. Supplier status is
Reception of goods checked. Control of food products. Goods are prepared for scan.
Basis:
Scanning of goods

Goods for “approved suppliers” are handled via elevator or sluices.
Other goods are passed through the scanner.

Basis:
Temporary storage

Excess packaging material is removed. Goods are registrered as arrived.
Message is sent to goods owner or shop.

Basis:
Wastedisposal

Empty packaging material and waste are removed from temporary
storage and basement area and deposited (sorted) in the VGØ.

Individual services
Transport to shop

Transport from temporary storage to shop.

Transport to storage

Transport from temporary storage to storage rooms.

Storaging

Goods are stored in the shop’s storage rooms.

Pickup in storage
room

Goods are picked up in storage room and delivered to shop.

Transport from
storage to shop

Goods are transported from storage to the shop.

Returned goods

Goods are returned from shop to storage or VGØ.

Extra waste

Waste and garbage disposal beyond the normal level.

Service by the hour Other services, charged by the hour.
Building materials

Reception and handling of building materials.

Waste, projects

Waste generated from building projects.

Night deliveries

Deliveries outside normal opening hours.

Contact us for a
noncommittal dialogue
concerning your firm’s
needs. Our Facility
Management Coordinator
is your short cut to all
CPH’s services.
Contact us at +45 3231 3231
or kundeservice@cph.dk

